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ATOMIC CHEMICAL COMPOSITION EFFECT ON THE BETA DECAY 
PROBABILITIES FOR 35CL, 241PU

Within a new theoretical scheme for sensing the atomic chemical environment effect on 
the beta decay characteristics there are presented numerical results for chemical environment 
effect on the beta decay for 35Cl, 241Pu . Despite on the relative smallness of the atomic 
chemical environment effect on the 

1. Introduction

In this paper we go on studying the atomic 
chemical environment effect on the beta decay 
characteristics and consider chemical environment 
effect on the beta decay for 35Cl, 241Pu. Let us remind 
[10,11] that though in a modern nuclear physics 
there is a number of principally new problems, 
connected with an unprecedented progress in the 
physical experiment, nevertheless the classical 
problems, including the beta decay or low energy 
nucleus-nucleus collision etc. are remained under 
intensive theoretical and experimental interest 

on estimating the beta decay characteristics and 

on the b decay parameters with using an optimal 

calculating the b decay processes and sensing an 

b characteristics attracts a great interest especially 
due to the new experimental studies of the b 
decay for a number of nuclei [1-10]. A number 
of experimental and theoretical papers appeared 
where the different aspects of the b decay 
theory and accounting for different factors are 
considered. One of the important topics is problem 
to get the data about the neutrino mass from the 
beta decay spectra shape. An exact value of the 
half-decay period for the whole number of heavy 
radioactive nuclei is important for standardisation 

of data about their properties.  Disagreement 
between different experimental data regarding the 
b-decay in heavy radioactive nuclei is provided 
by different chemical environment radioactive 
nucleus. For example, such disagreement in 
data on the half-decay period for the 241  (see, 

papers by special beta decay channel. The beta 
particle in this channel does not transit into free 
state, but it occupies the external free atomic level. 
According to ref. [1-5], differences in population 

of the chemical environment on the beta decay. 
So, a sensing the chemical environment effect 
on the beta decay is very important to be studied 
as within a consistent, high accurate theoretical 
calculation scheme as experimental high precise 
measurement. Under theoretical consideration of 
the problem, one has to consider the following 

to the difference in the valence shells occupation 

changing up limit of integration under calculating 
the Fermi integral function in different chemical 
substances [1,6]. As a rule, the beta particle and 
neutrino bring away the difference between 
energies of the mother and daughter atoms. This 
difference energy is equal to sum of values, 
provided by atomic nucleus reconstruction and 
atomic electron shell reconstruction. The entire 
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energy of electron shell of an atom in the different 
chemical compounds is different.  Due to the 
changing the nuclear charge Z on unite during 
the beta decay, this entire energy of electron 
shell of an atom changes in different chemical 

beta decay and ejection of the beta particle out 
atom it is possible additional channel when the 
beta electron occupies non-occupied place on the 
bonded external orbitals of atom. As a rule, special 
tables [9] for the Fermi function and integral 
Fermi function is used for calculating the beta 
spectrum shape. In ref. [9] calculation scheme 
is based on the non-relativistic Hartree-Fock-

taken into account. In paper [4] the relativistic 

the DF approach is the most wide spread method 
of calculation, but, as a rule, the corresponding 
orbitals basis’s are not optimized. Some problems 

nuclear size effects, QED corrections etc. We are 

type approach [11-17] for estimating the atomic 
chemical environment effect on the b decay 
characteristics for 35Cl, 241Pu .

2. Method

The details of our approach have been presented 

are limited by the key ideas. As it is well known 
a distribution of the b particles on energy in the 
permitted transitions is as follows [9]: 

Here and
are an entire energy and pulse of beta 

e , is the boundary 

which is not dependent upon an energy in a case 

As usually for calculation of the b decay shape 
and decay half period one should use the tables of 
the Fermi function and integral Fermi function. 
The Fermi function F and integral Fermi function 

Here and  are the relativistic electron 
where

Two schemes of calculation are usually 

functions are calculated on the boundary of the 
spherical nucleus with radius  (it has done in 

The normalisation of electron radial functions 
i  and gi  provides the behaviour of these functions 

for large values of radial valuable as follows: 

between beta electron and atomic electrons 
2 is manifested and

further accounted for
approximation [8].  This contribution changes the 
energy distribution of the beta electron on value 
and is derived in Ref. [1]. 

As method of calculation of the relativistic 

have used the GIDF approach [10,11]. The 
potential of Dirac equation includes also the 
electric and polarization potentials of a nucleus 
(the gaussian form of charge distribution in the 

All correlation corrections of the PT second 
and high orders (electrons screening, particle-

GIDF equations for N-electron system are written 
and contain the potential: 

,

which includes the electrical and polarization 
potentials of the nucleus. The part exV accounts
for exchange inter-electron interaction. Note 
that a procedure of the exchange account in the 
GIDF scheme is similar to one in the usual DF 
approach. Regarding the GIDKS scheme, it is 
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g (r) r -1[(E+1)/E]1/2 sin(pr + ),      
(3 )

f (r) r -1( /| |) [(E-1)/E]1/2 cos (pr+ ) 
(3b)
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similar to usual DKS scheme. The optimization 
of the orbital basises is realized by iteration 
algorithm within gauge invariant QED procedure 
(look its application in the beta-decay theory 

wave functions, taking into account fully an 
effect of exchange of the continuum electron with 
electrons of the atom. Note that this is one of the 
original moments of the paper. Another original 
moment is connected with using the consistent 
QED gauge invariant procedure for optimization 
of the electron functions basis’s. Numerical 
calculation and analysis shows that used methods 
allow getting the results, which are more precise 
in comparison with analogous data, obtained with 
using non-optimized basis’s. The details of the 
numerical procedure are presented in ref. [11-17]. 

3. Results and conclusions

In Table 1 we present presents our data on 
the atomic chemical environment effect on the 

35Cl 35Ar . From the 
physical viewpoint it  is understandable that the 
quantitative effect of the chemical environment 

the transition to the consideration of the decay 
241Pu 241Am. In Table 2 there are presented the 
corresponding results for the decay 241Pu 241Am

1/2/T1/2 .

Table 1 
The atomic chemical environment effect on 

the b decay probability 35Cl 35Ar
1/2  (our data)

Decay of neutral atom

Atom , eV
%

Cl(0 4948000
4948200

0,003

Decay of ionized atom
Ion  , eV

%
Cl (-1 4947800

4948000
0,003

Table 2 
The atomic chemical environment effect 

on the b decay probability 241Pu 241Am.
1/2 (our data)

Decay of neutral atom

Atom , eV
%

Pu(0 20800
20815

1,72248(-

1,72615(-

0,3

Decay of ionized atom

Ion  , eV
%

Pu 20785
20800

1,71725(-

1,72099(-

0,3

Analysis for two versions of data shows that 
there are obtained give similar results, and, in 
particular, very similar values for the changing 
T1/2 when the ionic parameter is changed. 
Regarding the value of the integral Fermi 
function, the characteristic value for the decay of 
ionized chlorine is less than in the case of neutral 
chlorine, respectively chlorine ionized decay is 
slower. The value of the Fermi function is greater 

neutral Cl is faster. As it can be seen from Table 
2, the corresponding difference in the values of  

1/2
that our conclusions  fully coincide with analysis 
and conclusions, presented in [1]. Despite on 
the relative smallness of the atomic chemical 
environment effect on the b decay probabilities 
for corresponding decays, the situation may be 

beta decay for the heavy elements.
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ATOMIC CHEMICAL COMPOSITION EFFECT ON THE BETA DECAY PROBABILITIES 
FOR 35Cl, 241Pu

Abstract
Within a new theoretical scheme for sensing the atomic chemical environment effect on the beta 

decay characteristics there are presented numerical results for chemical environment effect on the beta 
decay in the 35Cl, 241Pu . Despite on the relative smallness of the atomic chemical environment effect 

under consideration of the beta decay for the heavy elements.
:  atomic chemical composition effect, beta decay probability

35Cl, 241Pu
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